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Study on the Motion of the Water in the Water Chambers  
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This paper describes the experimental result on the motion of water in the water chambers for wave energy converter 
aligned along the wave propagation direction so that the front walls of which do not suffer from the impulsive forces by the 
wave.   Property of the amplitude of the vertical motion of the water surface in the chambers is focused on.   The 
amplification has been investigated by dimensionless parameters of the wave period/eigen period of U-shaped oscillation 
ratio T/Tr, chamber size/wave length ratio ℓ/L㸪water depth/wave length ratio h/L ,amplitude of up and down of water 
particles/draft of the front wall ratio ζ/D.  It has been shown that ℓ/L should be less than 0.1, that as T/Tr approaches unity the 
up and down of the water in the chambers is amplified.   
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㏻㐣ࡍࡿࡢ࡟せࡍࡿ᫬㛫ԥt ࡜࿘ᮇ T࡜ࡢẚ࡛࠶ࡿ㸬ࡇࢀࡣḟࡢࡼ࠺࡟♧ࡉࢀࡿ㸬Ἴ㏿ࢆ c࡜ࡍࡿ࡜㸪ԥt=ℓ/ c࡛
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Fig.1 Simplified  plan view of experimental flume           Fig.2 Water chambers and water level measuring points  
 
 
Table1 Experimental condition               
         
















Fig.5 dࡼࡾ h/L=0.144ࡢቑᖜ⋡ࡀ h/L=0.137ࡢቑᖜ⋡ࡼࡾࡶప࠸ࡀ㸪ࡇࡢ஦ࡣ௒ᚋࡼࡃ᳨ドࡍࡿᚲせࡀ࠶ࡿ㸬
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 a) Chamber  No.1                    㹠) Chamber  No.5 


















































































F)  Chamber No.5; Height 45cmG) Chamber No.5; Height 50cm





ᑐỈ῝ẚ h/L㸪Ỉሢୖୗື᣺ᖜ㺃ႚỈ῝ẚ ζ/D࡟ࡼࡾㄪ࡭ࡓ㸬ࡑࡢ⤖ᯝ㸪ℓ/L =0.03࡜ ℓ/L =0.05࡜࡛ቑᖜ⋡ࡢኚ໬
≉ᛶࡀ␗࡞ࡗ࡚࠸ࡓ㸬ℓ/L =0.03ࡢሙྜ࡟ࡣ㸪௚ࡢ 3ࡘࡢࣃ࣓࣮ࣛࢱ࡟ࡼࡿቑᖜ⋡ࡢኚ໬ࡀ࠶ࡲࡾㄆࡵࡽࢀ࡞࠿ࡗ
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